
In Chubing Liang’s third-floor studio in the Audain Art Cen-
tre, afternoon sunlight (rare for Vancouver in January) illu-
minates stacks of canvases. The end of a folding table is 
littered with empty cups, figurines from Kinder Eggs, and 
an eraser shaped like a peanut. Chubing wears all black 
and bright yellow shoes. Also known by her given English 
name, Crystal, Chubing is a conceptual artist graduating 
from UBC in Spring 2019 with a BFA in Visual Art. Her large 
body of work has a strong aesthetic, rooted in personal ex-
perience. Chubing’s work mainly explores identity and con-
nections between people and places. While developing her 
personal approach, she also confronts the reality of having 
migrated from China to Canada. This move has affected 
her artistic practice and introduced both new themes and 
materials into her work. 
 Chubing describes her art practice as primarily 
driven by personal experience over theory, but inspired by 
individualism, existentialism, and emotionalism. She be-
gan taking classes in painting and drawing at the age of 
four, and found it was a way to express herself to people in 
a way that made them both pay attention and understand 
her—never expecting to make it her career. After coming 
to UBC to study business and computer science, Chub-
ing decided to change her major to visual art because she 
didn’t want a job she didn’t love. At UBC, Chubing moved 
away from more traditional mediums to experiment with 
photography before moving into printmaking, mixed media, 
and installation art. She now prefers photography in combi-

nation with graphic forms or installed to create a space. 
 Some of Chubing’s work explores her identity as 
a Chinese woman. However, she describes her sense 
of place as “floating.” After being born as the second girl 
under China’s one-child policy, she was sent to live with 
relatives as an infant until her family became citizens of 
Macau. While this experience originally made her wish she 
had been a boy, Chubing notes that she has now accepted 
her identity and is exploring what that means. It’s like “half 
and half,” she says—in a sense she is excluded from China 
but also included. “When I was young, I always felt unfor-
tunate because I couldn’t just grow up with my own family. 
But later on, I think I’m also lucky because I gained love for 
two families.” She made the decision to move to Canada 
because she had no relatives here. “The reason I wanted 
to move from China and come to Canada is because I don’t 
know why I’m there. I was born there. So it was my parents’ 
hometown but is it my hometown? I have to figure it out.”
 In Vancouver, Chubing discovered conceptual art 
for the first time. Taken in her home, her photographs To 
Be Home, To Belong / 浮世常如寄，幽棲即是家 (2018) 
feature marks of temporary living such as IKEA furniture, 
bare walls, and stuffed pets. She still doesn’t feel quite at 
home in Vancouver, but more like “Vancouver is a part of 
[her].” Rather than a direct translation from English, the 
second part of the title is a continuation of the sentiment 
in Mandarin from a poem written by a Christian missionary 
to China—mirroring Chubing’s own lived experience in-
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side and outside of her home country. She describes these 
characters as representing the idea that “where you’re 
settling is your home, so don’t worry too much about it.” 
In this series, a capture taken through blinds as a truck 
parks across the street at exactly the right time embodies 
the recurrent theme of waiting and watching in Chubing’s 
images. Similarly, Pigeons in Downtown Vancouver (2016) 
patiently documents a series of pigeons in downtown Van-
couver, and Waiting for a Bus that Arrived on Time (2015) 
investigates a bus arriving and departing from a stop. “Just 
stay there and experience,” she says. “Based on the ex-
perience, I can probably find something [to photograph].” 
Even an article she was assigned to read was turned into a 
meditation as she cut out every word from Susan Sontag’s 
“The Aesthetics of Silence” and painstakingly reassembled 
them in alphabetical order for Silence 1 and Silence 2. “In 
the cutting and pasting, I really felt what silence is, because 
I wasn’t thinking about anything else.”
 Over time, Chubing’s mediums have evolved along 
with herself. Her series Alien (2017) involved removing 
plants from their soil and encasing them in resin. Since the 
work was first created and photographed, it has changed 
as the plants become less lively and green. This is part 
of the piece now, and Chubing did not know what to ex-
pect. She says that once it has been created, the artwork is 
out of her control. The symbolic removal of roots from soil 
mirrors Chubing’s own feeling about identity. “I’m Chinese 
but I’m not really Chinese,” she explains. “Once the plants 
are removed from soil, they can become just themselves… 
it’s like when leaves fall, they return to their roots. As the 
leaves fall down, they become part of the cycle. So, when 
the plants become alien, they’re outside of that cycle in a 
way that makes them totally individual.”
 There is no question which art has to answer for 
Chubing. However, it can peel back layers and expose an-
other layer of reality one may not have originally noticed. 
Other projects she has completed, like a series based on a 
number of questions she asked strangers, explore what an 
individual is really about. She describes the layers people 
apply like “texts”; race, gender, and religion are like labels on 
containers. One photograph of a row of empty and label-less  
water bottles seems to be a visual reminder of this 
(A Study of Water Bottles, 2018). While Chubing de-
scribes her work as directed by personal experi-

ence to focus on identity and society, upon “zoom-
ing out” from herself to the environment she finds 
herself responding to social, political, and cultural issues.  
 One such example is RYB, an installation which  
answers to the sexual abuse of schoolchildren in China by 
presenting four walls of brightly coloured paintings and a 
table of child-like plasticine sculptures within a darkroom. 
When the lights are turned off, painful messages—previously  
hidden by phosphorescent and UV-reflective paint—are  
revealed. Concealed behind the colours and revealed by 
darkness are the words “Help” and “It Hurts,” many-numbered  
eyes, and other creepy sayings. While “RYB” serves as 
an abbreviation for the primary colours red, yellow, and  
blue—which are used in this exhibit—RYB Education is 
also the name of the preschool company which employed a 
teacher in Beijing who abused her kindergarden students. 
 Chubing’s installation Wall (2018) and print se-
ries 404 Error (2018) were also inspired by social jus-
tice, responding to the Missing and Murdered Indigenous 
Women of Canada. Wall is a child’s ready-made wood-
en swing facing eight pieces of newspaper screen-print-
ed with various permutations of a symbol reading “404 
Error. Nothing Found.” 404 Error is a series of thir-
ty-six art prints which feature Vancouver landmarks, 
maps, and screaming children all obscured by the im-
print “404 Error. Nothing Found.” In the future, Chub-
ing says that she would like to continue commenting on 
social, political, and cultural issues with her artworks.  
 In search of her own individuality, and wondering 
what that means for others, Chubing has produced an im-
pressive body of work. She plans to return to China after 
graduating, and will again re-explore her identity—this time 
including what it means to have Vancouver as a part of her. 
Her style will still be based on her own experience—be-
cause, as she says, “I can’t make something that I do not 
belong to”—while making new connections and relation-
ships between things.

Chubing’s work can be seen in the 2019 Visual Art Gradu-
ating Exhibition and on her website at chubingl.com.
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Alien, plants in resin, soil, 2017. Photographed by Hubey Razon. 


